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The professional custom tailor can help you change the complexion of your wardrobe overnight.
You can at last get to wear custom made clothes that walk and breathe the way you do. You are at
last free from the shackles of having to wear suits and slacks, shirts and jackets the way ready to
wear garmentsâ€™ shops want you to. Then you did not have the freedom to pick and choose not just
the color, shade and fabric but also the option of selecting shirts that had longer tails or those that
had more than one pocket. Todayâ€™s custom suits and tuxedos, vests or slacks all give you total
flexibility. You are not bound by traditions any more and now have the total freedom to pick your
perfect shirt or your perfect pair of slacks.

A custom tailor combines excellent service and exceptional quality with the convenience that you
can get online. Your wardrobe will henceforth give you the perfect fit each time you opt for custom
made clothes. The pleasure of wearing custom suits that fit you without a wrinkle can now be yours.
This is now possible because a small band of tailors that still practice the art of bespoke tailoring.
This time-honored art or craft is that of making your garments one at a time using patterns that have
been created specifically for you. Each client is treated individually and time and care is taken to
ensure that every item of clothing is a perfect creation.

The custom tailor gives you the freedom that was not available earlier. When you pick slacks among
the custom made clothes, you have the privilege of selecting the plain front or the single pleat, the
double pleat or the triple pleat, the scissor pleat, four pleats or the box pleat. When you wish to
order custom suits, you can pick black, blue, brown or gray among the colors. You can opt for solids
and stripes among patterns and speckled black, dark navy or gray iron among the shades of the
fabrics. Among the collections there is choice of selection too. You can order Loro Piana or Holland
& Sherry and Scabal or Dormueuil or Hemrajani Collections. In every way your custom tailor will
change the way you look at clothes.
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I webmaster of http://www.mytailor.com offer you to order online and get your custom made shirts
formal tuxedo, Customized clothing, man dress slacks, French cuff dress shirt, gold cuff-link, a
bespoke tailoring, custom dress shirts and any more from Mytailor.
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